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Tracking the picosecond deactivation dynamics of a photoexcited iron carbene complex by time-resolved X-ray scattering†

Denis Leshchev, a Tobias C. B. Harlang, bc Lisa A. Fredin, d Dmitry Khakhulin, e Yizhu Liu, f Elisa Biasin, c Mads G. Laursen, e Gemma E. Newby, a Kristoffer Haldrup, f Martin M. Nielsen, c Kenneth Wärmmark, f Villy Sundström, b Petter Persson, d Kasper S. Kjærbø and Michael Wulff*a

Recent years have seen the development of new iron-centered N-heterocyclic carbene (NHC) complexes for solar energy applications. Compared to typical ligand systems, the NHC ligands provide Fe complexes with longer-lived metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) states. This increased lifetime is ascribed to strong ligand field splitting provided by the NHC ligands that raises the energy levels of the metal centered (MC) states and therefore reduces the deactivation efficiency of MLCT states. Among currently known NHC systems, [Fe(btbbip)2]2+ (btbbip = 2,6-bis(3-tert-butyl-imidazol-1-ylidene)pyridine) is a unique complex as it exhibits a short-lived MC state with a lifetime on the scale of a few hundreds of picoseconds. Hence, this complex allows for a detailed investigation, using 100 ps X-ray pulses from a synchrotron, of strong ligand field effects on the intermediate MC state in an NHC complex. Here, we use time-resolved wide angle X-ray scattering (TRWAXS) aided by density functional theory (DFT) to investigate the molecular structure, energetics and lifetime of the high-energy MC state in the Fe–NHC complex [Fe(btbbip)2]2+. After excitation to the MLCT manifold, we identify it as a 260 ps metal-centered quintet (5MC) state, and we refine the molecular structure of the excited-state complex verifying the DFT results. Using information about the hydrodynamic state of the solvent, we also determine, for the first time, the energy of the 5MC state as 0.75 ± 0.15 eV. Our results demonstrate that due to the increased ligand field strength caused by NHC ligands, upon transition from the ground state to the 5MC state, the metal to ligand bonds extend by unusually large values: by 0.29 Å in the axial and 0.21 Å in the equatorial direction. These results imply that the transition in the photochemical properties from typical Fe complexes to novel NHC compounds is manifested not only in the destabilization of the MC states, but also in structural distortion of these states.

Introduction

The development of iron-based photofunctional complexes can provide a cost effective and environmentally benign path towards large-scale solar energy applications. A central challenge in developing light harvesting complexes with 3d transition metals is their weak ligand field splitting (LFS) compared to their 4d or 5d counterparts. Due to the weak LFS of 3d transition metal complexes, their photoactive metal-to-ligand charge-transfer (MLCT) excited states are efficiently deactivated by lower energy metal-centered high-spin (MC) states. For example, the MLCT states of a prototypical FeII polypyridyl complex relax to a quintet metal centered (5MC) state on the hundred femtosecond time scale, whereas the MLCT lifetime of their RuII polypyridyl analogs are measured in hundreds of nanoseconds. Efforts in understanding and controlling the photocycle of FeII complexes have spurred intensive studies of ultrafast MLCT→5MC deactivation, known as light induced spin crossover (SOC). Additionally, the SCO phenomenon could potentially be used in novel memory devices, which have prompted studies of the properties of the 5MC state and recovery to the singlet ground state (GS).

In spite of the inherent challenges in utilizing Fe photosensitizers, recent developments of Fe complexes based on...
N-heterocyclic carbene (NHC) and CN⁻ ligands have provided MLCT lifetimes on the order of tens of picoseconds. These systems have been developed towards efficient electron injection into TiO₂ electrodes, and they have been extended towards photoluminescence in the FeIII oxidation state. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations have shown that the improved performance of the Fe–NHC systems is due to increased electron density on the metal provided by strong σ-donating NHC ligands which effectively destabilize the unwanted MC states. This results in inhibiting the MLCT deactivation and bypassing the 5MC state in the excited state cascade similarly to chemically akin RuII based sensitizers. A different chemical approach was recently introduced with highly strained halogenated polypyridyls which utilize the quintet GS. Here, the structural restrictions from the halogen atoms placed on the ligand side groups increase the energy of the 3MC state, as well as the crossing barrier between the MLCT and 3MC states, which results in MLCT lifetimes as long as 17.4 ps. The rich photophysics of all these novel systems, compared to the traditional polypyridyl-based FeII SCO complexes, calls for a better understanding how different electronic and structural factors affect the MLCT deactivation cascade. Specifically, a thorough examination of the excited state potential surfaces, i.e. characterization of molecular geometries and energies in the various states with both theory and experiments, will help to find the connection between structure and function in these systems. Such mechanistic understanding of their photocycles will help to develop improved synthetic rules for making better photosensitizers for light harvesting applications.

In this work we investigate the structural dynamics of the Fe–NHC complex [Fe(btbip)₂]²⁺ (btbip = 2,6-bis[3-tert-butyl-imidazol-1-ylidene]pyridine) (Fig. 1) in acetonitrile (MeCN) solution following photo-excitation to the MLCT manifold, in order to examine the impact of the strong NHC ligand field on the excited state structure, energy and relaxation kinetics. The transient optical absorption spectroscopy experiments previously conducted on this complex indicated that upon excitation to the MLCT manifold, the system decays into a vibrationally hot MC state in 300 fs. A 31 ps component was tentatively assigned to vibrational cooling of this MC state. Complete recovery of the GS spectrum was observed in 230 ps and assigned to GS recovery from the MC state. Since the same compound with methyl (Me) side groups returned to the ground state much faster (~10 ps), the origin of the 230 ps-lived MC state in [Fe(btbip)₂]²⁺ was ascribed to the presence of the bulky tBu side groups that diminish the LFS of the NHC ligands through steric repulsion. The nature of the excited MC state was initially assigned as a 3MC state by simple analogy with typical FeII SCO complexes characterized by weak LFS. Ultrafast MLCT deactivation towards a 3MC state has also been discussed for [Fe(btbip)₂]²⁺ based on recent advanced quantum dynamics simulations. The focus of the work, however, was mainly on the early few-ps dynamics of the relaxation from the initially populated 1MLCT state rather than on the relaxed intermediate structure associated with the ~230 ps excited state lifetime. On the other hand, the assignment of the intermediate MC state in [Fe(btbip)₂]²⁺ as 3MC is in stark contrast with other Fe NHC complexes. For all other Fe NHC complexes, it has been argued that the NHC σ-donation is sufficiently strong to alter the MLCT deactivation pathway to proceed via an intermediate ³MC state, bypassing the 5MC state altogether. Further questions regarding the quintet assignment of the MC state of [Fe(btbip)₂]²⁺ can be raised based on the recent spectroscopic works on FeII complexes with expanded cage and push–pull ligands. There, the few-100’s ps lifetime of an MC state was suggested to be indicative of its ³MC character. In line with this suggestion, a 450 ps-lived ³MC state was recently reported for sterically strained RuII complex with weak LFS. Thus, the 230 ps-lived intermediate MC state of [Fe(btbip)₂]²⁺ provides a non-trivial case to investigate the competition between strong σ-donation from NHC ligands and steric repulsion caused by tBu groups. On the one hand, [Fe(btbip)₂]²⁺ is fundamentally different from traditional photosensitizer complexes with long MLCT lifetimes followed by deactivation via short-lived ³MC scavenger states, to which several of the new Fe NHC complexes seem to belong. On the other hand, [Fe(btbip)₂]²⁺ substantially differs from weak LFS FeII SCO complexes that deactivate to metastable 5MC states, often with ns or longer lifetimes. Therefore, determining the spin, structure and energy of the intermediate MC state in [Fe(btbip)₂]²⁺ will provide new insight in the deactivation cascade of novel FeII complexes.

Recent progress in time-resolved X-ray methods provides timely opportunities to characterize the photophysics of [Fe(btbip)₂]²⁺ in greater detail. In this work we employ time-resolved wide angle X-ray scattering (TRWAXS) – an established technique which probes the structural changes in the solute with sub-A precision, making it suitable for monitoring the character and structure of the excited MC state in [Fe(btbip)₂]²⁺. Since the lifetime of the intermediate MC state in [Fe(btbip)₂]²⁺ is on the order of hundreds of picoseconds, the properties of this state can be finely characterized by a synchrotron-based time-resolved experiment taking advantage of the high stability and energy tunability of the X-ray source. The latter provides an opportunity of using high

---

**Fig. 1** Structure of the [Fe(btbip)₂]²⁺ complex studied in this work. The key structural parameters defining the structure of the molecule are highlighted with colors.
energy X-rays allowing the measurement of scattering patterns up to high scattering vectors \( q \geq 10 \, \text{Å}^{-1} \), a great advantage for the refinement of the excited state structures. TRWAXS is also highly sensitive to the time dependent thermodynamic response of the solvent,\(^{29}\) which, as we demonstrate in this work, can be used to determine the energy of the excited states. In parallel with the TRWAXS measurements, we perform extensive DFT calculations to support the experimental findings regarding the structure and energy. By comparing the DFT results obtained using different functionals with the experimental data, we identify the ones providing the best agreement with the data in order to improve future theoretical predictions. This detailed combination of computational and experimental characterization deepens our understanding of the NHC family of compounds.

**Experimental**

The TRWAXS measurements were performed on beamline ID09 at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF, Grenoble). The experimental setup is described in the literature,\(^{34}\) whereas the specific details of the present study are summarized in the ESI.\(^{†}\) All scattering patterns were measured with the FRoLoN area detector,\(^{65}\) azimuthally integrated and reduced to difference scattering curves \( \Delta S(q,t) \) (with \( t \) being the time delay between the laser and X-ray pulses, \( q = (4\pi/\lambda)\sin(2\theta/2) \) with \( \lambda \) and \( 2\theta \) being the X-ray wavelength and the scattering angle respectively) according to standard procedures.\(^{66,67}\) To follow the structural dynamics of \([\text{Fe(btbip)}_2]^{2+}\) in a 9 mM MeCN solution, the data was collected in two separate runs using different X-ray energies, 25.2 keV and 18 keV. By using a multi-layer monochromator, the X-ray energy bandwidth of the undulator harmonics were reduced to 1.55% and 1.9% for the 25.2 keV and 18 keV runs respectively, which greatly enhances the structural sensitivity compared to the conventional raw undulator pink beam measurements while maintaining high X-ray flux.\(^{67}\) Note that using high energy X-rays gives access to a wider range of scattering vectors \( q \), allowing for a more precise structural analysis.\(^{68}\) The higher X-ray flux and detector efficiency at 18 keV made the 18 keV measurements four times faster per time delay than at 25.2 keV. The 18 keV dataset was therefore acquired with more laser/X-ray time delays to better resolve the excited state kinetics of the molecule. By contrast, the 25.2 keV run was done with only one time delay, 150 ps, in order to obtain the best possible structural refinement of the MC state.

The interpretation of the TRWAXS data was conducted according to the established framework,\(^{69}\) where the experimental curves are fitted with theoretical signals from three contributions: the changes in the solute structure, solvation shell rearrangements (also referred to as the cage term) and the changes in the bulk solvent structure as a result of (adiabatic) heating. We note that the inclusion of the density change component in the solvent response did not improve the fits in the time range 0–400 ps (see ESI†) unlike in recent work on aqueous solutions of similar \( \text{Fe}^{2+} \) complexes.\(^{35,70}\) The analysis is based on structural models of the complex and the surrounding solvation shell (cage term) which were calculated by DFT and classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, respectively. The difference signal for the bulk solvent temperature increase was measured according to the standard procedure using azobenzene molecules.\(^{71}\) The details of the analysis and the theoretical calculations are described in the ESI.\(^†\)

**Results and discussion**

Since the MLCT state of \([\text{Fe(btbip)}_2]^{2+}\) has been shown to decay on the 300 fs time scale, the relevant states for 100 ps time-resolved experiments are the GS, \(^3\)MC, and \(^5\)MC states. The structure of these states were fully relaxed with no symmetry constraints, allowing for all possible Jahn–Teller effects, using the PBE0 (ref. 72–74) functional and a triple-\(\zeta\) basis set\(^{75–77}\)

![Fig. 2](image-url) (a) Overlay of the \([\text{Fe(btbip)}_2]^{2+}\) structure in the \(^3\)MC (blue) and GS (black) states. Arrows show that one of the ligands is preferentially repelled from Fe in \(^3\)MC compared to the GS. (b) Overlay of the \([\text{Fe(btbip)}_2]^{2+}\) structure in the \(^5\)MC (red) and GS (black) states. Arrows show that both ligands are equally repelled from Fe in \(^5\)MC compared to GS. In both (a and b) the spheres represent Fe and its first coordination shell, rods represent the rest of the molecular structure. The hydrogens are omitted for clarity.
which is known to give good structural results for Fe–NHC complexes.⁴⁵–⁴⁶ A continuum model⁷⁸ for the MeCN solvent was used to simulate the solvent conditions and to provide charge screening for the metal complexes. The changes in the structure of the complex in the ³MC and ⁵MC states compared to the GS are shown in Fig. 2. The structure of [Fe(btbp)]₂⁺ in the GS is shown in Fig. 1. The structure of [Fe(btbp)]₂⁺ has one ligand further away than the other, as only one anti-bonding eg orbital is populated (further discussions in ESI†).

Table 1 Energies and structural parameters of the first coordination shell of Fe in [Fe(btbp)]₂⁺ for the GS, ³MC, and ⁵MC states obtained from the DFT calculations and from the refinement of the ⁵MC state in the experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GS (³MC)</th>
<th>³MC</th>
<th>⁵MC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E (eV)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rax (Å)</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>1.939</td>
<td>2.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Req (Å)</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>2.096</td>
<td>2.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Calculated using B3LYP/6-311G(d,p)/PCM(MeCN).  † Calculated using PBE0/6-311G(d,p)/PCM(MeCN). The standard deviation of the calculated bond lengths was found to be 0.001 Å.  ‡ From crystallographic data in ref. 49.  § Marks I and II correspond to the ligand numbering.

respectively. This further supports the excited state assignment as ⁵MC (see ESI†).

The structural refinement of the excited states of [Fe(btbp)]₂⁺ is non-trivial due to its many degrees of freedom and the (near) similar scattering power of the Fe/C and Fe/N atom pairs that dominate the signal in the high-γ range. An individual refinement of all pairs of interatomic distances would significantly exceed the maximal number of parameters that can reliably be inferred from the TRWAXS signal.⁴⁷–⁴⁸ Thus, we have developed a model where the key interatomic distances are used to define the structure of the rest of the molecule. By varying these parameters and from those determine the resulting changes to the rest of the structure, one can refine the overall molecular structure within the framework of the proposed structural model. The key is that the parameters chosen need to define the relevant reaction coordinates associated with the structural dynamics.

Previous work on FeII SCO complexes have established that the structural changes induced by the transition from the GS to ⁵MC are well described by parameterizing the global structure through parameters that define the shape of the first Fe coordination shell, including metal–ligand bond lengths, ligand bite angles and ligand rocking angles, as the reaction coordinates.⁵²–⁴⁰,⁴²–⁴⁶ For example, the structural dynamics from the spin transitions in [Fe(terpy)]₂⁺ – which is structurally similar to [Fe(btbp)]₂⁺ – were successfully described by including only the axial bond length and the bending angle of the ligand as

![Fig. 3](https://example.com/fig3.png)

(a) Fits of the structural models for the ³MC and ⁵MC states to the TRWAXS data collected with 25.2 keV X-rays at 150 ps time delay. The vertical scale of right sub-panel is multiplied by 3 for q > 3.5 Å⁻¹. (b) Decomposition of the ⁵MC model into three contributions: solute, cage and solvent.
reaction coordinates. In recent TRWAXS measurements on $[\text{Co(terpy)}]^{3+}$, the excited state refinement was done using the axial bond length as the fitting parameter while maintaining the ratio between the axial and equatorial bond length constant. Since there is redundancy in any chosen set of coordinates, as they are interrelated (e.g., changing bond angles often results in changes to metal–ligand bond lengths), we have chosen the fewest coordinates possible that describe the fully relaxed minima to avoid overfitting. In the case of $[\text{Fe(btpb)}]^{3+}$, we choose the axial bond length $R_{ax}$ and the equatorial one $R_{eq}$ – which combined define the bending angle of the ligand – as the two independent reaction coordinates. This choice is based on the sensitivity of TRWAXS: the largest contribution to the high-$q$ signal is from the Fe–N$_{cyc}$ and Fe–C$_{MeCN}$ pairs which makes them the natural parameters in the fitting procedure. To map the overall atomic positions characterized by the selected structural parameters, we have implemented a procedure based on the interpolation between the structures produced by varying the values of $R_{ax}$ and $R_{eq}$ and performing constrained DFT for each $(R_{ax}, R_{eq})$ point. Details of the DFT calculations and the associated structural fitting procedure are summarized in the ESI.$^\dagger$

The refined structure of $[\text{Fe(btpb)}]^{3+}$ in the $5\text{MC}$ state is obtained by fitting the data in the high-$q$ range ($q \geq 2.5 \, \text{Å}^{-1}$) according to the model described above, with the DFT-optimized $5\text{MC}$ state ($R_{ax} = 2.231 \, \text{Å}$, $R_{eq} = 2.317 \, \text{Å}$) as a starting geometry. The result of the refinement is: $R_{ax} = 2.23 \pm 0.03 \, \text{Å}$ and $R_{eq} = 2.31 \pm 0.02 \, \text{Å}$ (Table 1). The good agreement between the theoretically optimized $5\text{MC}$ structure and the experimentally fitted structure validates the DFT method (PBE0/6-311G(d,p)/PCM(MeCN)) to predict excited state structures in (quasi) equilibrium. Note that our refinement procedure allows for an experimental determination of the global molecular structure as a function of two bond distances rather than the refinement of these two distances alone. Moreover, the method employed here can be used for the refinement of many organometallic complexes which do not contain pairs of heavy atoms. While the latter has been traditionally seen as a necessary condition for the structural refinement using TRWAXS,$^{87–95}$ the present work, together with the recent experiments on $[\text{Co(terpy)}]^{3+},^{79}$ extend the applicability of the TRWAXS technique significantly.

The many time points in the 18 keV dataset were used to analyze the excited state kinetics of $[\text{Fe(btpb)}]^{3+}$. Here we used the global fit approach,$^{96,98}$ which ties the reaction kinetics to the hydrodynamic state of the liquid via the conservation of mass and energy (see ESI$^\dagger$ for details). Fig. 4a shows a comparison of the fitted theoretical and experimental $\Delta S(q,t)$ curves for a subset of time points. For all time points we find a very good agreement between the experimental data and the model fit. This is also the case when comparing the global fit of the excited state fraction $\gamma(t)$ and the solvent temperature $\Delta T(t)$ to the values obtained from fits of the individual time points (Fig. 4b and c). From the global fitting we find that immediately (≤100 ps) after the excitation event, 35 ± 1% of the $[\text{Fe(btpb)}]^{3+}$ molecules in the probed sample volume arrive in the $5\text{MC}$ state within the 100 ps time resolution of the experiment. This is followed by the decay of the $5\text{MC}$ to the GS with a time constant of 260 ± 10 ps, in fair agreement with the 230 ps lifetime obtained from optical spectroscopy.$^{49}$ The temperature increase of the bulk solvent is tied to the solute excited state population dynamics, with a prompt increase followed by further growth on the 260 ps time scale. The sharp temperature rise appears around time zero and is partly due to fast relaxation from the MLCT to $3\text{MC}$ (perhaps through a short lived $3\text{MC}$ intermediate$^{48}$) and the associated redistribution of most of the photon energy into the solvent. A fraction of the initial solvent temperature increase could not be attributed to the relaxation of the excited molecules as discussed further below. After 100 ps the temperature grows due to the release of the $5\text{MC}$ state energy following its decay to the GS. The three contributions to the temperature dynamics are shown in Fig. 4c.

After thermal relaxation of the excited species we observe a temperature rise of 0.94 K. Considering the initial excitation fraction, 35%, and the amount of energy dissipated into the solvent from photon absorption, we expect a 0.64 K temperature rise. The difference, 0.3 K, comes from an unknown source. Considering the relatively low laser fluence (0.052 J cm$^{-2}$) and the relatively long laser pulse, 1.2 ps (FWHM), we can exclude...
multi-photon excitation of the solvent as the additional heat source. To verify this, we performed TRWAXS measurements on neat MeCN under similar experimental conditions and did not observe any detectable signal. The 0.3 K temperature rise might point towards an ultrafast deactivation (≪100 ps) of the MLCT state to the GS, for example via an intermediate MC-like state such as 3MC. We estimate that an additional 17 ± 1% of excited solute molecules could relax in this way, corresponding to a total excited state fraction of 52 ± 1%. We note that the excited state fraction and temperature rise are in fair agreement with the expected values of 58% and 1.06 K, respectively, calculated using the laser fluence, X-ray beam size and optical density (see ESIF for more details). Understanding the nature of the observed temperature offset requires better time resolution which is beyond the scope of the present study.

Based on the simple kinetics and the clear observation of the temperature rise from the decay of the 3MC, the energy difference between the 3MC and GS states ΔE can be determined. Although the 3MC → GS relaxation and the corresponding temperature rise were discussed in the TRWAXS work on [Fe(bpy)]32+,70,96 this work represents the first determination of the complex’s energy in the vibrationally relaxed 3MC state, to the best of our knowledge. After incorporation of the energy difference into the global fitting procedure, we arrive at a value of ΔE = 0.75 ± 0.15 eV (see ESIF for details). While DFT is known to give robust structural information for organometallic complexes, irrespective of the functional choice, the sensitivity of the calculated 3MC energy on the choice of the functional has previously been seen for other Fe high spin/low spin complexes.

In particular, the amount of the Hartree–Fock exchange used in hybrid functionals can significantly impact the calculated energy of the same geometry.97,98 Thus, we compared PBE0,73–74 PBE0-D3,99 B3LYP,100 B3LYP*,101,102 CAMB3LYP,103 and TPSS104–106 calculated energies with the experimental information about the 3MC state energy. The calculated energy of the 3MC state was found to depend significantly on the choice of functional, with the B3LYP* energy of 0.72 eV in significantly better agreement with the experimental result compared to the PBE0 energy of 0.14 eV. At the same time, DFT optimizations using these two functionals were found to give very similar geometries for the structure of the 3MC state, that are also in good agreement with the experiments (further details in ESIF†).

It is interesting to note that in terms of energy levels, B3LYP* gives the best agreement with the experimental results for the functionals tested here for this short-lived intermediate, similar to what was previously observed in other FeII high and low spin complexes.97 While the present results for [Fe(btbip)]32+ are limited in scope, they point to encouraging prospects to use a combination of TRWAXS and DFT to provide a reliable understanding of the potential energy landscape in these kinds of photosensitizers that have otherwise often been difficult to characterize.

Combining the structural and energetic data obtained here, the complete photocycle of [Fe(btbip)]32+ from the initial photoexcitation to ground state recombination, is presented in Fig. 5. The experimentally determined values for the bond lengths and the energy levels are summarized in Table 1. As was initially suggested by optical spectroscopy,99 the excited state behavior of [Fe(btbip)]32+ is similar to that of other FeII poly-pyridine complexes: upon excitation to MLCT, the complex quickly undergoes intersystem crossing and ultimately ends up in a longer lived 3MC state. In spite of the short MC state lifetime of <300 ps, we find that the LFS of [Fe(btbip)]32+ is not strong enough to alter the MLCT deactivation pathway such that it would proceed to the GS by only populating the 3MC intermediate. This finding indicates that, at least for NHC systems, the short MC state lifetime is not indicative of its 3MC character, as suggested for expanded cage and push–pull compounds in recent spectroscopic works34,52 and observed in weak LFS RuIII based compounds.36–38 However, the structural rearrangements upon relaxation to the 3MC state have unusually large amplitudes as compared to similar FeII complexes. For [Fe(bpy)]32+ and [Fe(terpy)]32+, the Fe–N bonds expand isotropically by 0.22 Å,27,28 but in the case of [Fe(btbip)]32+, the axial Rax and equatorial Req bonds expand by 0.29 Å and 0.21 Å, respectively. Recent computational results on complexes with NHC and CN– ligands suggest that the increase in the ligand field results in pushing the excited state minima away from the GS minima along the metal-to-ligand bond length reaction coordinate.42,45,46

The structure of [Fe(btbip)]32+ in its 3MC state observed here confirms this trend and illustrates the effect of the σ-donating carbene ligands on the excited states structure of the complex. Interestingly, for the sister compound [Fe(bmip)]32+, which suffers less from steric hindrance than [Fe(btbip)]32+ due to its smaller Me side groups, calculations suggest even larger extensions of the 3MC state, 0.34 Å and 0.25 Å for ΔRax and ΔReq respectively.45 Since the predicted bond lengths in the relaxed 3MC states of both [Fe(btbip)]32+ and [Fe(bmip)]32+ are very similar, the increase in ΔRax and ΔReq can largely be ascribed to the shorter initial Req (~0.1 Å) bond length in the ground state of [Fe(bmip)]32+.45

These observations provide the first unambiguous characterization of the excited MC state of an Fe-centered system with properties falling between those of traditional FeII SCO complexes.
complexes and strong LFS complexes utilizing NHC ligands with increased MLCT lifetimes. It confirms the computational prediction that NHC compounds exhibit excited MC states where the minima are pushed further away from the GS along the main reaction coordinate (metal-to-ligand bond distance). Together with energy destabilization, this structural distortion of the scavenger MC states shortens their lifetime, and make them less accessible from the MLCT manifold, which in turn results in increased MLCT lifetimes. Hence, $[\text{Fe(btbi)}_2]^{2+}$ exhibits stronger geometric distortion in the $\tilde{5}$MC state compared to traditional SCO systems; at the same time, the energy and structural distortion of the MC states are not large enough to remove the $\tilde{5}$MC state from the MLCT deactivation cascade. Overall, the presented results show that the transition in photophysical properties between weak LFS and strong LFS Fe–NHC compounds manifest itself not only in the destabilization of the MC states, but also in the significantly different structural dynamics of these systems.

Conclusion

To summarize, the excited state relaxation following the MLCT excitation of $[\text{Fe(btbi)}_2]^{2+}$ was probed by TRWAXS with 100 ps time-resolution, allowing for the definite assignment of a 260 ps lifetime metal-centered quintet excited state as part of the MLCT relaxation pathway. The structural analysis of the excited state demonstrates that the $\tilde{5}$MC state is significantly distorted compared to the GS, which is observed as unusually large differences in metal-to-ligand bond lengths in the two states. Thus, while the $[\text{Fe(btbi)}_2]^{2+}$ photocycle is mechanistically close to that of typical Fe$^{III}$ SCO compounds, the large structural distortion of its $\tilde{5}$MC state distinguishes the complex from traditional Fe$^{III}$ SCO complexes. Since the observed distortion was previously indicated in DFT studies as one of the key factors of the success of the novel NHC compounds, these results provide new experimental insight into the MLCT deactivation pathways of the NHC family. We note that the combination of bulky tBu side-groups with the strong $\sigma$-donating NHC ligands allowed us to probe an interesting part of the excited state cascade that previously was inaccessible in related NHC complexes. These results are of fundamental interest in the context of recent discussions of the nature of short-lived MC states in Fe$^{III}$ complexes with strong LFS.$^{44,55}$ Overall, this work suggests that a characterization of the full deactivation cascade in other complexes with few-100 ps and faster GS recovery is necessary to fully characterize the rich and non-trivial photo-physics of Fe complexes.

More generally this work illustrates how TRWAXS on a photosensitive molecule in solution provides information not only on the transient structures, but also on the energies of short-lived excited species, which is traditionally a difficult task since most experiments are either tailored towards structure or energy sensitivity. The refinement procedure aided by DFT calculations used in this work will further expand the classes of systems for which TRWAXS can provide experimental determination of short-lived excited state structures, beyond systems with heavy atom pairs. We note that a key enabling factor in the direct identification of the $\tilde{5}$MC state and in the high precision structural refinement is the availability of high-quality quasi-monochromatic TRWAXS data up to large scattering vectors, $q_{\text{max}} = 11.5$ Å$^{-1}$. Moreover, TRWAXS can uniquely provide information about excited state energies by direct assessment of the amount of energy disposed into the solvent during excited state relaxation. Such information cannot be readily retrieved for MC states with optical methods, such as absorption or fluorescence spectroscopy due to the formally dipole-forbidden nature of the optical transitions between the GS and MC states which drastically reduces the interaction cross-section and, more importantly, because the relaxed MC states are geometrically inaccessible from vertical light excitations (Fig. 5). While the $\Delta E$ value obtained in this work is subject to some uncertainty, coupled with the advanced structural analysis, it provides an important stepping-stone for much more comprehensive explorations of excited state potential energy surfaces. Further improvements of the experimental setup in terms of stability and signal-to-noise should help in increasing the precision of the extracted energies. Additionally, careful investigation of the power, concentration and pump wavelength effects should make the quantification of $\Delta E$ more robust. Improvements in the cage modelling will also impact the accuracy of the energetic parameters since both solvation and solvent contributions are present primarily in the low-$q$ region of the difference signal. The experimental quantification of the energy and structure of the short-lived $\tilde{5}$MC state of $[\text{Fe(btbi)}_2]^{2+}$, provides a robust experimental tool for the direct validation and comparison of different quantum chemical methods, in particular the choice of functionals, to accurately predict the structure and energy of short-lived MC states in Fe complexes. Future systematic TRWAXS studies of Fe$^{III}$ complexes will be able to capture the effect of the ligand structure on the kinetic, structural, and energetic aspects of charge transfer and spin transitions in this class of systems allowing for more detailed investigations of the role of the excited MC states in the MLCT deactivation process. This combined progress in experimental and theoretical capabilities will benefit not only the search for perspective earth-abundant photosensitizers, but also the advancement in the understanding of SCO compounds for future opto-magnetic materials.
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